## GE Course List and Program Modifications
Effective Summer 2020

### Writing and Communication—Level Two
- LIMBO – Arabic 2367
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2367.08H
- LIMBO – English 2367.01E
- LIMBO – Spanish 2367S

### Foreign Language
- LIMBO – Chinese 1101.02
- LIMBO – Chinese 1102.02
- WITHDRAW – French 1103.03
- WITHDRAW – French 1103.04
- LIMBO – Korean 1103.02
- LIMBO – Latin 1101.55
- WITHDRAW – Romanian 1111

### Literature
- LIMBO – Classics 2221
- LIMBO – Classics 2221E
- LIMBO – Classics 3402
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2101H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2103H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3603H
- LIMBO – German 2252H
- CHANGE – German 3252.01 (renumbering of 3252)
- NEW – German 3252.02 (distance learning version of 3252.01)
- LIMBO – NELC 3704
- LIMBO – Portuguese 2150
- LIMBO – Portuguese 2159
- LIMBO – Spanish 2321

### Visual and Performing Arts
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3607H
- LIMBO – Film Studies 2270.02
- LIMBO – History of Art 3102
- LIMBO – History of Art 3605
- CHANGE – Russian 3460.01 (renumbering of 3460)
- NEW – Russian 3460.99 (distance learning version of 3460.01)
- LIMBO – Theatre 2101H

### Cultures and Ideas
- LIMBO – Arabic 2367
- LIMBO – Classics 2526
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2367.08H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3657
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3689
- LIMBO – German 3253

### Historical Study
- LIMBO – AAAS 2085
- LIMBO – AAAS 3081
- LIMBO – Classics 2221
- LIMBO – Classics 2221E
- LIMBO – History 2045
- LIMBO – History 2079
- LIMBO – History 2085
- LIMBO – History 2205
- LIMBO – History 2750H
- LIMBO – History 3032
- LIMBO – History 3081
- LIMBO – History 3236
- LIMBO – History 3283
- LIMBO – History 3630

### Data Analysis
- LIMBO – History 5900

### Natural Science

#### Biological Science
- LIMBO – Biology 1101E (BA-students only; with lab)
- LIMBO – Biology 2100 (BA- & BS-students; with lab)

### Social Science

#### Individuals and Groups
- LIMBO – Political Science 2150H
- LIMBO – Political Science 3596H
- LIMBO – Spanish 2389

#### Organizations and Polities
- LIMBO – International Studies 2000
- LIMBO – International Studies 2251
- LIMBO – Political Science 1165H
- LIMBO – Political Science 1200H
- LIMBO – Political Science 2400H
- LIMBO – Political Science 4212
- LIMBO – Political Science 4250H

### Diversity

#### Social Diversity in the US
- LIMBO – AAAS 2085
- LIMBO – AAAS 3081
- LIMBO – Arabic 2367
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2367.08H
- LIMBO – English 2367.01E
- LIMBO – History 2079
- LIMBO – History 2085
- LIMBO – History 2750H
- LIMBO – History 3081
- LIMBO – Spanish 2367S
- LIMBO – Spanish 2389

**Global Studies**
- LIMBO – Classics 2526
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2101H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 2103H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3603H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3607H
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3657
- LIMBO – Comparative Studies 3689
- LIMBO – German 2252H
- CHANGE – German 3252.01 (renumbering of 3252)
- NEW – German 3252.02 (distance learning version of 3252.01)
- LIMBO – History 2205
- LIMBO – History of Art 3102
- LIMBO – International Studies 2000
- LIMBO – International Studies 2251
- LIMBO – MedRen 2510
- LIMBO – MedRen 2514
- LIMBO – NELC 3704
- LIMBO – Political Science 1200H
- LIMBO – Political Science 4212
- LIMBO – Political Science 4250H
- LIMBO – Portuguese 2150
- LIMBO – Portuguese 2159
- LIMBO – Portuguese 2331
- LIMBO – Religious Studies 3210H
- NEW – Russian 3355.99 (distance learning course)
- CHANGE – Russian 3460.01 (renumbering of 3460)
- NEW – Russian 3460.99 (distance learning version of 3460.01)
- LIMBO – Spanish 2321

**Cross-Disciplinary Seminar**
- LIMBO – Anthropology 4597.04
- LIMBO – Linguistics 4597.01
- LIMBO – Linguistics 4597.02
- LIMBO – Political Science 3596H

**Service-Learning**
- CHANGE – CLLC 3301.01S (renumbering of 2301.01S)
- CHANGE – CLLC 3301.02S (renumbering of 2301.02S)
- LIMBO – Sociology 4000H

**Program Modifications**

**New Undergraduate Minor:**
- Civic Engagement Minor (John Glenn College)

**Undergraduate Minor Termination:**
- Landscape Design and Management Minor (FAES) (effective Spring 2020)

**Undergraduate Program Revision:**
- Capital Program (effective Spring 2020)

**New Graduate Certificate:**
- Advanced Chemistry Knowledge for Educators Certificate (Type 3a)
Preview of GE course list and program modifications effective in subsequent semesters

Autumn 2020:
- CLLC 3302S: course number change (from 2302S); no GE change (GE Service-Learning)
- Earth Sciences 2122: course number change (from 1122); no GE change (GE Natural Science-Physical Science)
- Earth Sciences 2122H: course number change (from 1122H); no GE change (GE Natural Science-Physical Science)
- History 3475: new – GE Historical Study & GE Cultures and Ideas
- Linguistics 3701E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Psychology 3371E)
- Philosophy 2458: new – GE Cultures and Ideas
- Psychology 2500: course number change (from 1200); no GE change (GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups & GE Diversity-Social Diversity in the U.S.)
- Psychology 3371E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Linguistics 3701E)
- Turkish 3350: change – drop GE Cultures and Ideas; add GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups; retain GE Diversity-Global Studies

Following courses will be removed from limbo:
- History 2620 (GE Historical Study & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
- History 3089 (GE Historical Study)
- Music 2251H (GE VPA & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
- NELC 3508 (GE Cultures and Ideas)
- Yiddish 1101 (GE Foreign Language)
- Yiddish 1102 (GE Foreign Language)
- Yiddish 1103 (GE Foreign Language)

- New undergraduate major:
  - French and Francophone Studies BA (pending full approval by Ohio Department of Higher Education)

- New undergraduate minors:
  - American Sign Language Minor
  - Robotics and Autonomous Systems Minor (Engineering)

- New undergraduate certificates:
  - Essential Skills for Travel and Business in Russia (Types 1a and 1b)
  - Food, Culture, and Society (Type 1b)
  - Planetary Science (Type 1b)

- New certificates for both undergraduates and graduate students:
  - Hydrogeology (Types 1b, 2, and 3a)
  - Marine Science (Types 1b and 3a)
  - Natural History Museum Curation (Types 1b, 2, and 3a)
  - Petroleum Geology (Types 1b, 2, and 3a)

- New graduate certificate:
  - Geographic Information Science and Technology (Type 3a)

- New combined program:
  - BA/MA French

- Undergraduate major revisions:
  - Actuarial Science BA and BS
  - Art BFA
  - Data Analytics BS
  - Earth Sciences BS
  - French BA
  - Italian BA
  - Italian Studies BA
  - Bachelor of Music Education
  - Romance Studies BA
  - WGSS BA
• Undergraduate minor revisions:
  o Agricultural Communication Minor (FAES)
  o French Minor
  o Italian Minor
  o Leadership Studies Minor (FAES)
  o LGBTQ+ Studies Minor (formerly Sexuality Studies Minor)
  o WGSS Minor
• Graduate program revisions:
  o Comparative Studies PhD, MA, and Graduate Minor
  o Theatre MFA

Spring 2021:
• EALL 3405: new – GE VPA & GE Diversity-Global Studies
• Music 2031: new – GE VPA
• New undergraduate certificates:
  o Health Communication (Type 1b)
  o Science and Environmental Communication (Type 1b)

Summer 2021:
• Undergraduate major revision:
  o Communication BA

Spring 2022:
• Deactivation of Sexuality Studies BA